THE PERILS OF MERIT SELECTION*
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INTRODUCTION

My interest in the judicial selection debate stems from my successful representation of the Republican Party of Minnesota in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White before the United States Supreme Court.1 It became apparent to me after White that judicial selection in this country had strayed from constitutional and republican principles and needed to be reexamined. I was particularly troubled by the trend towards merit selection and away from popular elections, and, since White, I have taken up three legal challenges to the use of merit selection in the states.2

Merit selection is inherently perilous to a well-functioning democracy and is fundamentally illegitimate because it permits groups of selected elites, not the People, to choose our policy makers, i.e., judges. Merit selection is founded on the erroneous belief that expertise is the only quality necessary for a person to be a good judge because it claims to ignore an even more important qualification: judicial philosophy. The art of judging is not merely the product of skill and experience; judging depends heavily on the perspective, values, and judicial philosophy of the judge.3 Law-making is at the heart of common-law judge’s function. Through this role, the judge assumes responsibilities, like those assigned to the legislature—to craft law and public policy on behalf of the People.4

---

* This Article is adapted from a speech given by the author at the Indiana Law Review’s Symposium, “Reflecting on Forty Years of Merit Selection,” at the Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law in Indianapolis on April 5, 2012. The author expresses his appreciation to Justin McAdam of The Bopp Law Firm for his research and writing assistance.

** James Bopp, Jr. is an attorney with The Bopp Law Firm in Terre Haute, Indiana, whose practice emphasizes biomedical issues of abortion, foregoing and withdrawing life-sustaining medical treatment and assisted suicide, not-for-profit corporate and tax law, campaign finance and election law, and U.S. Supreme Court practice.

1. 536 U.S. 765 (2002). White involved a challenge to one of Minnesota’s canons of judicial conduct prohibiting candidates for judicial office from stating their “views on disputed legal or political issues.” Id. at 768. The Court held that the canon was an unconstitutional infringement on a judicial candidate’s First Amendment rights. Id. at 788.


4. John V. Orth, The Role of the Judiciary in Making Public Policy, 4 N.C. INSIGHT 12, 14-
Merit selection purports to remove considerations of politics and ideology from the selection process on the pretense that such considerations are not relevant to the judge’s role. This assumes that the law can be found; it can be discerned merely through the application of legal skill and expertise in all cases. But common law judges frequently make the law based on the judge’s public policy preferences. And as any lay person would attest, when judges exercise their discretion, the judge’s personal policy preferences influence his or her judicial decision-making. Often, the law as written does not address the particular facts of the case, and so it is up to the judge to determine how the legislature intended to resolve the case, if at all. In other instances, the judge is asked to develop the common-law and apply it to the facts of a novel case. Here, the judge’s law-making discretion is at its pinnacle. There is no right answer, no written laws to guide the judge’s decision. Instead, there is only a choice about which policy is the best policy to create the type of society in which we want to live. The judge’s unique experiences, judgment, values, and judicial philosophy inevitably will guide the judge in answering these questions.

Furthermore, politics is woven into the very fabric of our society and permeate every aspect of our lives. Politics, and political ideology in particular, define the type of society we live in, the powers of our government, the rights and liberties of each of us, and thus the very structure of our society. Such ideas are not abstract concepts that we choose to invoke when convenient; they are personal and inextricably woven into our actions. It is unrealistic to expect that people can set aside such fundamental parts of their identity. Lawyers and judges are no exception.

Merit selection is also fraught with many perils that contradict the fundamental principles of representative government. It eliminates the People from any direct role in the initial selection process and afterward offers only a weak accountability mechanism in periodic retention elections. This is a poor substitute for the consent of the governed. Moreover, by giving lawyers a privileged role in the selection process, the system invites the selection of judges whose values and world-views differ widely from the People, resulting in a more liberal and more judicially active bench.


7. Id. at 765.


While Indiana has avoided many of the perils associated with merit selection over the past three decades, it is the exception, not the rule. We have avoided these perils simply by happenstance and luck, due in large part to the efforts and political acumen of former Chief Justice Randall Shepard, who guided the merit selection system in Indiana for the last twenty-five years.

I. ROLE OF THE JUDGE

A judge’s fundamental role is to resolve the disputes of the parties before him or her according to the law. In fulfilling this role, the judge must strive to provide equal justice under the law. This means that the judge should ensure that the law is applied consistently to all parties. In so doing, the judge must ensure that the law not only applies consistently to those parties coming before him or her but also that the law is applied in the same manner as it would be applied in other courts. There are three elements necessary to ensure equal justice under the law: independence, impartiality, and respect for the constitutionally established boundaries of judicial authority.

Independence refers to both institutional and personal independence. Institutional independence requires the judiciary to be separated from the legislative and executive branches and its decision-making insulated from outside influences. Such independence is inherent in our American system of democratic government because the Constitution establishes the judiciary as a separate branch of government with its own separate set of powers. It is also ensured in the United States by providing the judiciary with separate budget, facilities, and personnel over which the judiciary has exclusive control. Personal independence demands that a judge’s decision-making power should be free from control by other judicial officers, executive and legislative officials, and from any other person or institution. Yet, by independence, I do not mean that the judge should not be beholden to the People. In a representative democracy such as ours, independence and accountability to the People can never be inconsistent. The consent of the governed is the principle mechanism the People have for holding their government in check and is therefore always a legitimate source of influence.

Impartiality requires the judge to set aside his or her idiosyncratic biases and

personal predilections towards the parties or the parties’ circumstances and ensure that each party enjoys the equal protection of the law. In White, the Supreme Court defined impartiality as

lack of bias for or against either party to the proceeding. Impartiality in this sense assures equal application of the law. That is, it guarantees a party that the judge who hears his case will apply the law to him in the same way he applies it to any other party.

Of course, bias is part of human nature, and true impartiality is impossible. Nevertheless, it is a goal to which all judges should aspire and one which our court system seeks to foster through the incorporation of several countermeasures, such as the opportunity for appeal to multi-judge panels, the requirement of written decisions and orders, and the limitations on ex-parte communications.

Third, a judge must strive to stay within the bounds of judicial power. Once a judge steps outside of the legitimate exercise of the judicial power, the judge necessarily invades the power of another branch of government or the freedoms reserved to the People. Any exercise of power outside of the judicial power is illegitimate because the power is disconnected from the consent of the governed. Such illegitimate usurpation of power is a grave offense against the rule of law and democratic self-government.

Staying within the legitimate bounds of judicial authority requires the judge to recognize the dual functions played by a judge. On the one hand, judges must decide cases based on the particular facts of each case applied to the applicable law. On the other hand, judges often must determine what the “law” is because in many instances the law is vague or does not speak precisely to the facts before the court. As such, judges are tasked with the job of making the law in certain instances. All judges, both state and federal, also exercise discretion in defining and applying broad and general written laws to specific facts and circumstances while adhering to the scope of the law set forth by the legislative branch. Further, state judges are inherently vested with the power to develop the scope and

20. Cornis-Pop, supra note 3, at 127 (“Securing an impartial judiciary has been a concern in the United States since colonial times.”).
22. See, e.g., Arrie W. Davis, The Richness of Experience, Empathy, and the Role of a Judge: The Senate Confirmation Hearings for Judge Sonia Sotomayor, 40 U. BALTIMORE L.F. 1, 35 (2009) (“Judges and justices are servants of the law, not the other way around. Judges are like umpires. Umpires don’t make rules, they apply them. The role of the umpire and a judge is critical. They make sure everyone plays by the rules but it is a limited role.”) (quoting Chief Justice Roberts during his confirmation hearings).
substance of the common law. Because the boundaries of these law-making functions are rarely clear, the judge must always be vigilant not to usurp the power of the legislative and executive powers.

The structure of the judicial selection system can help ensure that a judge stays within the legitimate bounds of his or her authority by incorporating meaningful accountability measures. The more direct the accountability mechanism, the more cautious and restrained the judge will be in treading at the edges of judicial authority. In a democratic republic like ours, the only legitimate source of accountability is the People, so the best judicial selection systems provide for the People to have a voice in the selection of judges. Of course, there are other forces to help ensure accountability: appellate judges, commentators, future judges, and history, but none of these forces is a legitimate substitute for the consent of the governed.

II. HISTORY OF JUDICIAL SELECTION

The public’s perception of the appropriate balance of these four factors has changed over time, resulting in a shifting landscape of judicial selection. In Colonial times, judges served “at the pleasure of the Crown” and served only so long as it pleased the King. During the Early Period, the states shifted to a system of gubernatorial appointment with legislative approval, and judges were usually appointed with life-tenure. Then, with the rise of Jacksonian Democracy and the fervor for popular sovereignty, many states adopted a system of popularly electing judges. Finally, in the Progressive Era, when reform was the watch-word of the day, merit selection began to grow in popularity out of the idea that so called “experts” were better suited to make policy choices than ordinary people. Merit selection was a natural extension of the growing faith in expertise, the application of scientific principles to public policy, and the loss of faith in the ability of ordinary people to make reasonable choices for themselves.


28. Id. at 611-12, 621-22.

29. Id. at 624 n.62; Brian T. Fitzpatrick, The Politics of Merit Selection, 74 Mo. L. REV. 675, 677-78 (2009).

Indiana’s history has largely followed the national trajectory. Upon becoming a state in 1816, Indiana’s constitution provided for appointment of justices of the supreme court by the governor with the advice and consent of the senate and the popular election of trial court judges. The 1851 constitution rejected appointment in favor of the popular election of all appellate and trial court judges. Then, in 1970, Indiana amended its Constitution, adopting merit selection for appellate judges, which has since served as our system of judicial selection.

III. Merit Selection Under the Missouri Plan

Merit selection is often referred to as The Missouri Plan because Missouri was the first state to adopt a system of merit selection for its judges in 1940. While there are many variations of the Missouri model by other states, the general model has two primary features. First, the initial selection of the judge is made by the governor from a list of names assembled by a judicial nominating commission. This commission is usually comprised of some combination of lay persons and attorneys chosen by the state bar. The second predominant feature is the requirement that the judge be subject to a retention referendum (i.e., a retention election) one or more times after appointment, at which point the electorate can remove the judge if he or she fails to receive a sufficient number of votes in favor of retention.

Indiana’s system for selecting appellate judges is largely similar. The judicial nominating commission reviews applications, interviews candidates, and selects three candidates for recommendation to the governor. The governor then must choose one of the candidates from the list of three candidates provided by the judicial nominating commission. If the governor fails to make an appointment within sixty days of receiving the list of candidates, the appointment is made by the chief justice of the supreme court. The newly appointed justice or judge must then stand for retention at the first general election occurring after the judge has served two years of the appointment. The justice or judge can retain the

32. IND. CONST. of 1851, art. VII, § 3 (amended 1970).
33. IND. CONST. art. VII, § 10.
34. Fitzpatrick, supra note 29, at 675 n.31, 678.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id. at 680.
38. Id. at 678-79.
40. IND. CONST. art. VII, § 10.
41. Id.
42. IND. CONST. art. VII, § 11.
office only if they receive a majority of favorable votes. Afterward, the justice or judge must stand for a retention election every ten years while remaining on the bench. The judicial nominating commission is comprised of seven members. Three of the members must be citizens “not admitted to the practice of law” and are appointed by the governor. Another three members must be “admitted to the practice of law” and are elected by those so admitted to the bar. The seventh member is the chief justice of the supreme court. None of the commission members can hold office in any political party or organization.

IV. Justifications for Merit Selection

Proponents of merit selection generally advance four main arguments in support of the system: (1) merit selection takes politics out of the selection process; (2) merit selection eliminates the influence of campaign contributions; (3) merit selection “produces better quality judges”; and (4) merit selection increases “public confidence in the judiciary.” None of these justifications are persuasive. Two of these justifications are premised on faulty reasoning, and two are not supported by the experiential evidence.

First, supporters argue that merit selection “removes the ‘politics’ from the” judicial selection process. I say “politics” because the concept is a fuzzy one and not well-defined by proponents of the system. Some scholars have taken the claim to mean that merit selection commissions are “less inclined to examine the personal ideological preferences of judicial candidates than are voters or elected officials” such as “whether a candidate is a Republican or a Democrat, a conservative or a liberal.” However, by “politics,” proponents could also be referring more broadly to “how” the political process is involved in campaigning for office (i.e., politicking). Ultimately, I suspect that proponents of merit selection consider both kinds of “politics” to be an undesirable component of judicial selection to some extent.
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However, neither conception of politics is a persuasive reason to adopt a merit selection system. With respect to political ideology, merit selection does not eliminate politics from judicial selection but, instead, simply moves the focus for political considerations from the public arena to the closed door meetings of the nominating commission. As explained in the introduction, it is unrealistic to expect people to set aside considerations of political ideology because political ideology is part of a person’s identity. Conversely, if politicking is the concern, it is not clear why merit selection should be preferred over gubernatorial or legislative appointment as either would accomplish the same objective with more opportunities for the People to have input.

Proponents of merit selection also argue that the system “reduces the influence of money” in the judiciary and increases the independence of judges from campaign contributors. The problem with this justification is that it presumes elected judges are somehow more corruptible than other elected officials. Yet, our whole system proceeds on the notion that judges strive to be impartial.

Moreover, there is plenty of concern over the influence of campaign

Kentucky had either no effect on or actually increased support for the justices on the Kentucky Supreme Court. James L. Gibson, Electing Judges: The Surprising Effects of Campaigning on Judicial Legitimacy 122-23 (University of Chicago Press 2012) (ser. Chicago Studies in American Politics, Benjamin I. Page et al., eds.).

58. Fitzpatrick is of the same view:

Even if bar associations are better able to identify more intelligent or more qualified judges than are voters or public officials, it does not follow that they are less inclined to consider the political beliefs of judicial candidates. In my view, state bar associations are just as likely to be concerned—if not more concerned—with the decisional propensities of judicial candidates as are voters and elected officials. Moreover, insofar as a judge’s personal ideological preferences are correlated with his or her decisions, and insofar as those preferences are often more easily observed than his or her decisional propensities, it is hard for me to believe that state bar associations accord those preferences any less weight than voters or elected officials when they select judges. In short, I am skeptical that merit selection removes politics from judicial selection. Rather, merit selection may simply move the politics of judicial selection into closer alignment with the ideological preferences of the bar.

Fitzpatrick, supra note 29, at 676 (emphasis added).

59. Schneider, supra note 27, at 625-26.

60. “There is a presumption of impartiality on the part of judges,” Wilson v. Neal, 166 S.W.3d 228, 231 (Ark. 2000), that they “are honest, upright individuals . . . [who] rise above biasing influences,” Franklin v. McCaughtry, 398 F.3d 955, 959 (7th Cir. 2005), and that, because a “judge [is] sworn to administer impartial justice, [the judge] is qualified and unbiased,” Dillard’s v. Scott, 908 So. 2d 93, 99 (Miss. 2005).” Justice Anthony Kennedy put it thusly, “[T]he conscientious judge will, as far as possible, make himself aware of his biases of this character, and, by that very self-knowledge, nullify their effect.” Liteky v. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 562 (1994) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (quoting In re J.P. Linahan, Inc., 138 F.2d 650, 652 (2d Cir. 1943)) (internal quotation marks omitted). We should remain faithful to our belief in judicial impartiality.
contributions on elected officials in the executive and legislative branches, yet there are no widespread calls for merit selection of governors, state legislators, or other elected officials on grounds that they are corrupted by the campaign process. This is because, as a nation, we are committed to the idea that legitimacy is conferred only by the consent of the governed. Instead, in addressing these problems of influence peddling, we have adopted a more direct solution to remedy the perceived corrupting influence of money in elections by imposing contribution limitations on the amounts individuals and organizations can give to judicial candidates to dilute the influence of any one contributor and spread the electoral fortune of candidates across a plethora of interested parties. There is no reason to suspect that such prophylactic measures would be any less effective for judicial candidates.  

The third reason advanced in support of merit selection is that the “system produces better-quality judges.” Because the nominating commission is supposedly detached from political considerations, as the argument goes, merit selection focuses on “the professional qualifications”—i.e., “judicial temperament, experience, education, and collegiality”—of candidates rather than ideological concerns or other factors, such as likability, name recognition, and advertising. The justification is grounded directly in the belief that “experts” (i.e., nominating commissions) are better at choosing judges than ordinary voters.

This justification, however, evinces a complete lack of respect for and faith in the wisdom and judgment of the People and is deeply flawed for two reasons. First, the evidence does not support it. Research examining the differences between merit selected and elected judges has found little or no discernible difference between the quality of judges selected by either system. Second, and on a more fundamental level, the notion that quality should be measured only in terms of education, experience, collegiality, and temperament is misleading. It ignores the inherent dual role of the common law judge as both umpire and law-

61. See, e.g., Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 423 (2000) (“Corruption is a subversion of the political process. Elected officials are influenced to act contrary to their obligations of office by the prospect of financial gain to themselves or infusions of money into their campaigns. The hallmark of corruption is the financial *quid pro quo*: dollars for political favors.”) (quoting Fed. Election Comm’n v. Nat’l Conservative Political Action Comm., 470 U.S. 480, 497 (1985) (emphasis in original)).

62. As the Supreme Court said in *Buckley v. Valeo*, “The overall effect of . . . contribution ceilings is merely to require candidates and political committees to raise funds from a greater number of persons.” 424 U.S. 1, 21-22 (1976).
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The exercise of law-making power is heavily influenced by a person’s political beliefs and value preferences. It is not an endeavor susceptible to scientific or mathematical deduction. Policy choices are directly linked to a person’s values, experience, political philosophy, and personality among other things. There is no reason to suspect that policy-making in the judicial branch is an exception.

Finally, proponents of merit selection contend that the system generates more public confidence in judges and the judiciary than popular elections. Yet a 2002 study commissioned by the ABA directly contradicts this contention. The study found that 75% of “Americans believe that judges who are elected are more fair and impartial than those who are appointed” and also found that 61% of “Americans believe that someone who voices political opinions can later be a fair and impartial jurist.” Together, these findings suggest that judicial elections do not undermine, but rather bolster, the public’s confidence in the judiciary. Thus, evidence actually suggests that elections confer legitimacy.


68. See Fitzpatrick, supra note 29, at 687-89 (“[W]e have known for quite some time now that the decisions judges make are correlated with their personal ideological preferences. This correlation has been demonstrated over many years by both political scientists and legal scholars. It has been demonstrated for United States Supreme Court Justices, federal courts of appeals judges, federal district court judges, and state supreme court justices. It has been demonstrated across a broad range of litigation areas, including administrative law, sovereign immunity, labor law, employment law, campaign finance, piercing the corporate veil, civil rights, criminal law, religion, and free speech. It should be noted that this correlation exists not because judges are inappropriately smuggling their personal preferences into the law; it exists because, as the Legal Realists taught us nearly 100 years ago, language is often ambiguous. The Legal Realists famously demonstrated this in the early twentieth century by showing that precedents, statutes, and constitutional provisions can often be read in more than one way. Consequently, judges often cannot render decisions based solely on legal texts; they must incorporate—whether consciously or subconsciously—other considerations in order to resolve ambiguities. This is especially true of state court judges. Not only do state court judges have the power to shape the vague commands of statutes and constitutions, but, much more so than their federal counterparts, they also have the power to make common law.”) (footnotes omitted).

69. See Debow et. al., supra note 66 (“Modern legal scholars and social scientists no longer deny that judges make policy.”).

70. Schneider, supra note 27, at 627-28


72. HARRIS INTERACTIVE, supra note 71, at 4-5.
V. Pitfalls of Merit Selection

Aside from the lack of a convincing justification, merit selection systems contain several structural and practical pitfalls that further undermine the propriety of utilizing such a system in a republican democracy.

The primary pitfall is that merit selection lacks any strong accountability mechanism since retention elections are a weak substitute for popular elections. As a structural matter, retention elections remove many of the elements of elections that generate public interest and attention. Retention elections minimize the incentives for opposing forces to wage antiretention campaigns by preventing any individual from opposing the incumbent directly; they eliminate indications of partisanship that allow voters to translate their policy preferences cost-effectively into votes; and they increase voter fears of uncertainty by forcing a choice of retaining or rejecting the incumbent before the voter knows the names of potential replacements.

The actual results of retention elections support this assessment: judges in retention elections have been retained 98.9% of the time (99.5% of the time if Illinois is excluded, where over half of the defeats have occurred and which requires a judge to obtain 60% of the vote to be retained). Such success rates are astonishing and make clear that retention elections are little more than formalities in most instances.

The structural posture of the retention election also places the judge seeking retention at a significant disadvantage if a serious challenge to oust the judge is mounted. The principle reason is that judicial canons impose severe limits on campaigning by judicial candidates, while leaving others without significant limitations. In Indiana, for example, judicial canons bar judges up for retention election from publicly identifying themselves as members or candidates of any political organization, accepting endorsements from any political organization, personally soliciting or accepting campaign contributions, soliciting funds for or making a contribution to any political organization, and attending dinners or other events sponsored by political organizations. Even more damaging to the

73. See, e.g., Debow et al., supra note 66 (“The retention elections conducted in Missouri Plan states compare poorly with partisan election contests as a means of ensuring judicial accountability to the public.”).


challenged retention candidate, Indiana’s judicial canons only allow a candidate for retention to form a campaign committee, “accept campaign contributions,” “speak on behalf of his or her candidacy,” or seek or accept endorsements from non-political organizations after the candidate has been attacked.78 Obviously then, judicial canons incentivize groups seeking to unseat an incumbent to launch surprise attacks in the waning days before an election and take advantage of a candidate’s lack of an organized campaign apparatus. This only increases the power of interest groups and their ability to affect the outcome of judicial elections. The 1986 ouster of California Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird and two other justices is a prime example of how the lack of prior organization places the judge at a serious disadvantage. They were outspent by their opponents two to one, unable to assemble an organized campaign to mount a defense, and unable to formulate an effective counter-strategy to respond.79

Moreover, in a contested election, the opposing candidate who attacks the incumbent is held accountable by the adversarial process for any accusations because the challenger will likely be scrutinized according to any attacks he levies at the incumbent. In a retention election, however, there is no challenging candidate, only interest groups seeking to turn the incumbent out of office for one reason or another.80 The absence of a need to remain electable means that such anti-retention groups can level attacks against the incumbent with impunity.81 This stands in stark contrast to the contested election wherein an opposing candidate must always balance the benefits of making an attack with the risk that such an attack will harm the opposing candidate’s own campaign.

A second major pitfall of merit selection is that the process for selecting the attorney members of the nominating commission is likely to result in a commission that is dominated by liberal trial lawyers.82 In most states that employ merit selection, a substantial portion of the members of the nominating commission must be attorneys, with more than half of such states requiring more than 50% of the commission members be attorneys.83 More than half of these states also delegate the responsibility for choosing at least 50% of the attorney

78. Id. R. 4.2(D).
80. Dimino, supra note 75, at 808-09.
81. Id. at 808.
82. See, e.g., L. STEVEN GRASZ, JUDICIAL SELECTION IN NEBRASKA, FEDERALIST SOC’Y FOR LAW & PUB. POLICY STUDIES (May 8, 2012), available at http://www.fed-soc.org/publications/detail/judicial-selection-in-nebraska (discussing the Nebraska State Bar Association’s Executive Council, “which has the most direct influence on judicial nominating committee membership, does not necessarily reflect the Nebraska electorate either geographically or politically, and there is no requirement for political balance on the executive council” and how “[t]he influence of the trial bar on the selection of candidates for judicial nominating commissions is perceived, by at least some judicial candidates, to be pervasive and longstanding”).
83. Fitzpatrick, supra note 29, at 680-81. In Indiana, three of the seven commission members must be attorneys, and all three of those attorneys must be elected by the members of the state bar. IND. CONST. art. VII, § 9.
members to state bar associations. This is important because it means that the lawyer class of a state has a significant role in shaping the ideological composition of the state’s judiciary. A disconnect between the ideological preferences of the People and the commission is thus inevitable given that lawyers, as a group, are more liberal than the general public, as well as the fact that lawyers, particularly trial lawyers, have a concrete stake in the choice of judge because the judge’s decisions directly affect their livelihood. The combined effect of the first two pitfalls leads to the third: merit selection systems result in the selection of judges who are more liberal and more aligned with the preferences of the trial bar. It is unrealistic to expect nominating commission members to set aside their personal ideological inclinations when selecting judges. Even if members set out to choose candidates based only on “merit,” such assessments are subjective because the law is not a fixed constant, but rather it is a tool for the implementation of policy preferences. Further, a person’s perception of whether a candidate is a good judge is likely to depend, at least in part, on whether that candidate shares the judicial philosophy and political ideology of the commissioner. Thus, to the extent that nominating commissions are dominated by persons with liberal ideological perspectives, and who share the interests of trial lawyers, the judges selected by that system are likely to reflect those characteristics, whether chosen that way intentionally or not.

Moreover, because judges who identify more closely with the liberal ideological perspective tend to reject originalism and textualism as a judicial philosophy, and are more inclined towards a judicial philosophy founded on purposivism and living constitutionalism, merit selection tends to result in more judicial activism. This activism generally arises in the areas of elections, the expansion of common law tort liability, social issues, and criminal law. Prime illustrations of this pitfall include: the actions of the Florida Supreme Court in the

84. Fitzpatrick, supra note 29, at 680-81.
85. Id. at 690-91 (“[M]any people believe that lawyers are, on average, more liberal than are the members of the general public. Justice Scalia, for example, argued in his dissent in Romer v. Evans that the ‘lawyer class’ holds more liberal views on social issues than does the public. More broadly, a former head of the Federal Election Commission, pointing to larger campaign contributions to Democratic candidates than Republican candidates, opined that ‘lawyers generally tend to lean left politically.’ Surveys of lawyers confirm that lawyers associate themselves with the Democratic Party and the ‘liberal’ label more often than do members of the general public. . . . Although none of this evidence is conclusive, I tend to share the view of many people that, on average, lawyers are more liberal than the rest of the public.”) (footnotes omitted).
86. Id. at 686.
87. Id. at 687.
88. Id.
2000 presidential election recount cases;\(^91\) the legalization of same-sex marriage by the Iowa Supreme Court in 2009; and the subsequent removal of three justices,\(^92\) as well as the removal of Chief Justice Rose Bird, who voted to vacate every death sentence ever reviewed by her, from the California Supreme Court in 1986.\(^93\)

VI. Indiana’s Experience

To a large extent, Indiana has avoided the pitfalls of merit selection. But this good fortune is not the result of a superior merit selection system. It is merely due to the luck of having been blessed with good leaders. These leaders have understood the proper role of the judiciary in an American republic and have remained committed to protecting that balance.\(^94\)

Indiana has not had any judges removed through retention campaigns.\(^95\) This state’s nominating commission has not been uniformly dominated by liberal trial lawyers, despite the fact that in recent years, Democrats and trial lawyers have comprised the majority of the members.\(^96\) Even with this partisan balance, Indiana’s merit selection commission has largely deferred to the party holding the governor’s office and has tended to provide the governor with a pool of candidates identifying with the same political party as the governor. This has been true under both Democrat and Republican governors. Furthermore,
Indiana’s Supreme Court has not been characterized by judicial activism. It has upheld the results of popular elections in election disputes, ruling in favor of both Republican and Democratic candidates, and thereby avoided accusations of partisanship; it has not significantly expanded common law tort liability; it has deferred largely to legislative determinations on controversial social issues; and it has been deferential to the legislature and to juries in the area of criminal law.

Much of the credit for this success, in my opinion, should be credited to the leadership and integrity of former Chief Justice Randall T. Shepard, who, from 1987 until spring of 2012, chaired the Indiana Judicial Nominating Commission and oversaw the selection and appointment of three of the five current supreme court justices and all of the court of appeals judges. While Indiana’s system is in equally capable hands under the direction of newly appointed Chief Justice Brent E. Dickson, we should not hang the fortunes of our judiciary on the hope that humble leaders will continue to occupy positions of influence within our

97. See, e.g., White v. Ind. Democratic Party, 963 N.E.2d 481, 482, 490 (Ind. 2012) (upholding Charlie White’s election as Secretary of State, in part, because the allegations of eligibility were known prior to the election, but White still received a majority of the votes for the office); Burke v. Bennett, 907 N.E.2d 529, 532-33 (Ind. 2009) (declining to interpret the federal Little Hatch Act to permit post-election disqualification of duly elected candidate); State Election Bd. v. Bayh, 521 N.E.2d 1313, 1314, 1318 (Ind. 1988) (upholding then-candidate Evan Bayh’s qualification as a candidate for governor and finding that he met the constitutional residency requirement).


99. The Indiana Court of Appeals deferred to the General Assembly’s determination regarding same-sex marriage and upheld Indiana’s Defense of Marriage Act. Morrison v. Sadler, 821 N.E.2d 15, 19-20, 23-27, 30-31, 34-35 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005). The Indiana Supreme Court has never directly addressed the issue of the constitutionality of law limiting same-sex marriage. In the area of abortion, the Indiana Supreme Court largely upheld a state law regulating abortions. See, e.g., Clinic for Women, Inc. v. Brizzi, 837 N.E.2d 973, 975, 982-86, 988 (Ind. 2005) (upholding Indiana law requiring informed consent prior to performing an abortion and requiring physicians to provide information about the abortion no less than eighteen hours before the abortion is performed); Humphreys v. Clinic for Women, Inc., 796 N.E.2d 247, 257, 259-60 (Ind. 2003) (upholding constitutionality of state law restricting funding of abortion services for Medicaid recipients to certain cases of medical necessity).


court system. As the saying goes, past performance is no guarantee of future success. Indiana should not assume that future leaders and future commissions will possess the same commitment to the proper role of the judiciary and the foundational principles of republican democracy.

VII. Charting a New Course for the Future

A judicial selection system should embody the principles of republican government. It should be a system founded on the consent of the governed and should provide a direct link of accountability between the judge and the People. This means that only the people or their elected representatives should have a voice in the selection process. It means also that judges should not be appointed for life terms in order to preserve the People’s ability to affirm their consent to be governed as values change and experience dictates. Lastly, it means that judges should, at least in a general sense, reflect the values and political ideology of those whom they govern. Three judicial selection systems meet these criteria: partisan elections, non-partisan elections, and gubernatorial or legislative appointments.

Of the three, the partisan election is the best system for choosing judges because it openly and honestly acknowledges the judicial law-making function and encourages candidates to be forthright about their own political ideologies. Partisan labels are a good, though admittedly imperfect, proxy for voters to identify candidates with whom they share similar political ideologies. Such information goes to the heart of the judge’s role as policy-maker. Conversely, for this reason, the non-partisan election should be a less preferred option. Without information about a judge’s political identity, the voter is largely left in the dark about the most critical aspect of a judge’s qualifications. And, while the information might still be garnered from other sources, it places a significant and unrealistic burden on even the most savvy voter.

The least desirable alternative, though still preferable to merit selection, would be the gubernatorial or legislative appointment of judges. The system shares many of the characteristics of merit selection in that it delegates the selection of the judge to political elites, removes some of the considerations of political ideology from public view, and, to a lesser extent than merit selection, attenuates the connection between the People and the judge. Yet, unlike merit selection, these undesirable characteristics are not wholly unconnected from the People. The People elect the governor and the legislature, the People choose governors and legislators partly based on political ideology, and the People are able to hold governors and legislators accountable for the judges they choose through popular elections. Merit selection, on the other hand, removes the People from any effective participation in the process, resulting in the People being governed without their consent.